
Interprefy Select is the world's first global
solution for adding language interpreting to
any meeting and event. Interprefy Select plugs
into any selected meeting, events or
streaming platform to offer real-time
interpreting anywhere, in any language.

How it works
We're streaming simultaneous interpreting
from professional conference interpreters
alongside your event. Users simply download
the Interprefy app and select their language
to hear crystal-clear audio interpreting with
near-zero latency.

Any event, any
platform, any
language.

The game-changing desktop
app works alongside any
event platform and will auto-
mute all other computer
applications as soon as the
selected audio language is
streaming.

Interprefy Desktop App

INTERPREFY SELECT

Flexible options

Participants listen to
interpretation audio on
their smartphone via the
Interprefy mobile app,
while following the video
content on their
computer.

Interprefy Mobile App1 3
A simple language
selector, neatly embedded
in a partnering browser-
based event platform,
such as Intrado, SpotMe,
ON24 & more.

Interprefy Widget2



Provide your event participants with a
stunning multi-language experience with
the world's first global interpreting
solution built for all types and sizes of
events on any selected virtual events or
web conferencing platform.

Participants simply join your event,
download the Interprefy desktop app
and select their preferred audio
language channel. 

As soon as the interpreter starts
streaming, the app will auto-mute the
computer to stream crystal-clear live
interpreting with near-zero latency. And
when the interpreter stops streaming, the
audio will instantly switch back.

Reach out to plan your multilingual event
at www.interprefy.com

Select your event, select
your platform, select your
language.

Game-changing
Interprefy desktop
app

INTERPREFY SELECT OPTION 1

Audio language
channels available via
Interprefy desktop app

Video from any preferred
web conferencing platform+

Watch how it works

Compatible with all virtual
events, streaming, or web
conferencing platforms

Users access the event video and
interpreting audio on the same
device

Simple installation from Windows 
app store or Interprefy.com (iOS)

Automatic audio switch from
source audio to langage
interpreting

https://www.interprefy.com/book-a-introduction-meeting
https://youtu.be/X4DAyhcgDFo


For events hosted on a browser-
based virtual events platform, we offer
a seamless in-app interpreting
experience. By embedding an audio
language selector directly into the
event interface of a partnering
platform, or alternatively into an
existing webpage, as HTML widget.

Participants joining the event simply
select their preferred audio language
channel, mute the video player and
listen to the interpretation in real-time.

Our continuously expanding
partnership portfolio includes leading
providers such as Intrado, SpotMe,
BlueJeans, ON24 or GEVMELive.

Reach out to plan your multilingual
event at www.interprefy.com

A seamless multilingual
in-browser event
experience

Example 1 : Interprefy
language selector
widget embedded in
SpotMe interface

Example  2:  Interprefy language selector widget
embedded in Intrado interface

CONNECT

Embedded Interprefy
language selector
widget

INTERPREFY SELECT OPTION 2

https://www.interprefy.com/book-a-introduction-meeting


Video on desktop,
audio on mobile.

Interprefy mobile 
app

In addition to the desktop app
and in-browser widget solutions,
participants can listen to the
event audio interpreting through
the Interprefy mobile app.

The mobile app solution is
compatible with any third-party
live streaming and meeting
platform.

Attendees simply download the
mobile app from the app store,
enter the event token and select
their preferred audio language. 

Reach out to plan your
multilingual event at
www.interprefy.com

Enter
event
token

INTERPREFY SELECT OPTION 3

Select 
preferred
language

Listen to
crystal-
clear audio

1 2 3

Available on Android 
and iOS App Store

https://www.interprefy.com/book-a-introduction-meeting


Overview
Just two months before the event, it appeared as if the 99th
Convention of the World Boxing Association (WBA), might fall
through the ropes. But demonstrating their pioneering spirit, WBA
adopted cutting-edge technology to bring together the great
boxing family spread across the planet from July 1st to 4th, 2020.

The Approach
Marking the 99th anniversary of the world's oldest boxing
organization, the 99th Convention of the World Boxing Association
(WBA) was planned to set the stage for the WBA General
Assembly, Officials Seminars as well as Championship and
Ratings reviews. With surprise appearances from important
figures like Bob Arum, Don King and Eddie Hearn, the convention
aimed to picture the perfect prelude to the hundredth anniversary
of the pioneer organization.

But in the midst of the tough times in the world due to Covid-19,
WBA was once again challenged to live up to their role as
pioneers. Cancelling the physical event, WBA undertook the
challenge to overcome all obstacles and move forward with
creative solutions that reinforced their motto to be pioneers.

Interprefy is an effective and practical ally at the service of companies. In our
experience, it allowed us to hold fluid meetings, solving communication problems
that an organization like ours needs to solve in order to interact with our audience
and make decisions in real time, without the language barrier being an impeding
factor. Thanks to Interprefy, we ensured the success of Directorate meetings and
our annual convention.

- Luis Vargas, Communications Committee Director, World Boxing Association

Bringing the global
boxing family together
for the 99th Convention
of the World Boxing
Association

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY



The Outcome
Choosing the webinar provider GoToWebinar and GoToMeeting to host the conference
program virtually, the boxing world was given a platform to discuss the past, present and future
of the boxing sport and tackle issues such as equality and gender, nutrition and veganism and
the fight against doping.

Bringing a globally dispersed family together, the World Boxing Association needed to find a
solution to offer equal opportunities to join the conversation for attendees from different
backgrounds. That's why Interprefy was brought onboard and help plan and execute a
multilingual events experience.

Having worked with WBA before, Interprefy's project manager sourced the same Interpreters
that helped with real-time interpretation for WBA events in the past, adding a wealth of
industry experience and terminology to translation work.

Using Interprefy Gateway, a team of interpreters delivered Spanish translation via the Interprefy
interpreter platform into the GoToWebinar and GoToMeeting sessions. Participants simply
selected their preferred language to listen to the event audio in English or Spanish.

Leading up to the event, the association held a series of press conferences to promote the
convention and offer a glimpse into its content. Pioneering a digital boxing convention, many
unplanned obstacles needed to be overcome, even during the event. Taking on the role as a
sparring partner, Interprefy offered extensive project and technical support, and helped
allocate additional interpretation resources, as sessions went into extra time.

"In the absence of the physical presence, technology allowed us to bring together the great
boxing family spread across the planet. With them we shared all the topics and debates, and
we raised a prayer for the thousands of victims caused by the Covid-19, with a heartfelt and
special memory for the members of our sport who have died during this year", says president
Gilberto Jesus Mendoza in an official statement. With a successful start into the 99th
anniversary, the world's oldest boxing organization will continue to hold a series of various
activities and prepare for their big anniversary: The hundredth convention, to be held in Russia
in July 2021.

Interprefy has been a great tool for us at the WBA. Its staff is exceptionally helpful,
kind, and always ready to help us find a perfect solution in a very fast manner. We
thank Interprefy for the success of our 99th Convention and other events.

- Zailuby Sofía Cuba, Executive Assistant to the WBA President, World Boxing Association



Overview
Due to COVID-19, healthcare professionals have missed out on
critical opportunities to connect with both experts and peers,
whilst facing a global crisis that requires collaboration and
knowledge sharing like never before. This is why an independent
scientific committee of leading experts has designed an
interactive 2-day programme to bring healthcare professionals
together. 

Hosted by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), a number of sessions were held
on the ON24 virtual events platform, addressing vaccination
development, safety and more. To ensure health experts
worldwide were given the opportunity to enter the discussion in
their native language, GSK used Interprefy’s remote simultaneous
interpretation technology and services to provide listeners and
speakers with 6 language channels during the sessions.

The Approach
With the pandemic making the execution of planned on-site
events impossible, GlaxoSmithKline was challenged to take the
congress online and coordinate the transition in a matter of
weeks. To host the digital sessions, GSK chose the ON24 events
platform for its vast range of possibilities and ease of use. But no
matter how sophisticated the functionalities, one important piece
of the puzzle was still missing just two weeks before event launch:
Remote simultaneous interpretation. With thousands of experts
from across the globe attending the events, overcoming the
language barrier and creating a common understanding was key
to making the Vaccine Virtual Days a success.

Having worked with Interprefy for a number of on-site events in
the past months, GSK reached out to Interprefy for their
recommendation on a remote interpretation solution. To their
pleasant surprise, Interprefy had just entered into a partnership
with ON24, allowing ON24 customers to receive interpretation
services in any language to support digital events.

5,000 Experts Tackling
Global Health Issues
During Multilingual
Vaccine Virtual Days

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY



“Two weeks before the event, we were still stuck on the issue of interpretation. There were issues
of non-compatibility and no solution in sight, so we were extremely delighted and relieved to
hear that Interprefy’s services integrate into ON24”, says Isabelle Bang, Senior Congress
Manager, Vaccines Global Conferences at GSK.

The fact that Interprefy managed to come on board and enable remote
interpretation within two weeks is simply amazing. The whole process from
quotation to execution was extremely fast, straightforward and well-coordinated.

- Isabelle Bang, Senior Congress Manager, Vaccines Global Conferences at GSK

The Outcome
Over 5,000 healthcare and pharmaceutical experts attended the digital sessions from June
29th to June 30th, joining discussions on vaccine development, safety, antimicrobial resistance
and more.

Working in pairs, a team of 10 platform-trained interpreters with a great deal of industry-
relevant experience provided remote simultaneous interpretation in Spanish, French, German,
Italian and Portuguese throughout the sessions. With a tight schedule of panels and
interpreting highly technical and scientific topics, interpreters worked hard to deliver high-
quality services via the Interprefy platform.

“The event was a huge success in terms of figures, engagement and technical execution and
we’ve received fantastic feedback”, Isabelle Bang sums up. In fact, the event proved to be such
a success, that Vaccine Virtual Days is expected to become a regular series of events in the
future.


